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You were so right, Dave, when you suggested that lots of people with collateral interests in the assassination 

and the ARRB would appear on the Internet!Tom - Relative to this inquiry and any other that Dave may get 

over the Net: will you handle the responses and shall Dave just continue to send you the email messages, or is 

there another method you want him to use?To:	Tom Samoluk/ARRBcc:	Anne Buttimer/ARRB From:	Dave 

Montague/ARRB   Date:	11/17/95 09:36:41 AMSubject:	Corrected Recent Internet CorrespondenceI forgot to 

include the message...Sorry!!!:I received this E-mail this morning and wondered if this is a public affairs 

issue...I would like to discuss it with you when you have time in order to properly handle the 

inquiry...Thanks...DaveTo:	dave_montague @ jfk-arrb.gov @ Internetcc:	 (bcc: Dave 

Montague/ARRB)From:	prkosuth @ prairienet.org ("Paul R. Kosuth") @ Internet @ WORLDCOM   

Date:	11/16/95 03:27:54 PM CSTSubject:	school researchMr. Montague:Recently, while searching through 

the internet and Fair Play magazine, I came across a summary of the records review board. I am a math and 

science teacher at Brehm Preparatory School. In addition to our regular content classes, one of the elective 

classes concerns a research class about the kennedy assassination. Over the past year we have made 2 trips to 

Dallas as well as to Notre Dame to meet with Robert Blakey. Both have been very informative. As a part of our 

work we are trying to set up ongoing correspondences with other researchers and schools with similar 

interests. We have also contacted the Records Rev Board and are on their mailing list. I am confused about 

how to actually get copies of the material that has been released. Does all of that come out of the National 

Archeives or does the ARRB distribute copies.It is good to be in touch with an actual researcher. Keep up the 

good work.Thanks,Paul Kosuthprkosuth@prairienet.orgc/o Brehm Preparatory School1245 E. 

GrandCarbondale Il  62901   
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